p-6d7 Thus, the two-directional problem can be reduced to the unidirectional case, and the solution of the former Immediately deduced from the latter, using half of the network capacity for the movement of leaded trains from the origins to the terminals, and the other ^alf for the movement of empty trains from the terminals to the origins.
For this reason the subsequent discussion will be concerned only with the problem of determining maximal flow from the origins to the terminals, subjec*> to the steady state conditions:
(1) At the origins all trains leave, and none arrive.
(2) At the terminals all trains arrive, and none leave. A glance at Figure 17 shows that a steady state flow has been established, which saturates each of the arcs: PiPc.» ^T^A» P 2 P 5 ,P 2 P 6' P 2 P 7' F 3 P 6 ,P 3 P 7 ,P 4 P 7 , and P 4 P 8' In this fashion the schecullng of Mews covers, step-bystep, tr.e wr.cle network and reacr.es tr.e terminal.
Next, the bottlenecks are eliminated one after another by returning tr.e excels trains t tr.e origin.
Fir. illy, tne validity of tr.e sclutlon Is tested by Inspe:tIon.
P-667 o-b-bb
If a maximum flow has been achieved. It will be lmpo&-Bible to find a single contlnuoue unsaturated path (i.e., a set of arcs, none saturated, joined end to end) extending from the origin to the terminal. Therefore, there will be fcund at least one set of arcs through which the flow must pass, and all of which are saturated with the direction of flow in each arc from the origin to the terminal.
In dealing with the usual railway networks a single flooding, followed by removal of bottlenecks, should lead to a maximal flow.
However, If the above were not the case, an additional flow along the unsaturated path (or paths) ^»uld be readily found and a maximal flow achieved. This Is the solution of the problem.
The fact tnat tne flew must necessarily pass through the arcs P^, P^, P 5 P 9 . ?^6, P 2 P 7 , P 3 P 6 , and P^, and that 
if'
Many Important factors, on which the flow of traffic nay depend-nave teen Jellterately left ou* cf contlderatlon.
A few of these are 1. Lc^dln». rates at crl/lns, cr, -^lOre ^ejerally, the ratee at »nlch tr&lns may te sent jut from the crlglne.
1'. Unlcadlng rates at terminals.
3. Oapacltlee cf junction points for ; 4 an:;lln f -through traffic .
4. nvalleblllty cf Ij-comotlves and rolling stock. All tMs Is re^er/ed for the future.
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